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We show that Diophantine problem (otherwise known as Hilbert’s Tenth
Problem) is undecidable over the fields of algebraic functions over the finite fields
of constants of characteristic greater than two. This is the first example of Diophan-
tine undecidability over any algebraic field. We also show that the Diophantine
class of a holomorphy ring of an above mentioned algebraic function field does not
change if the set of primes at which the functions of the ring are allowed to have
poles is changed by adding or removing of finitely many primes.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The interest in Diophantine problems for various fields and rings goes
back to Hilbert’s Tenth Problem which can be stated as the following ques-
tion. Given an arbitrary polynomial equation over rational integers, is
there a uniform (not depending on a particular polynomial) algorithm to
determine whether this equation has solutions over rational integers? This
question has been answered negatively in the work of M. Davis, Yu. Mati-
jasevich, J. Robinson and H. Putnam. For more details concerning the
solution to Hilbert’s Tenth Problem see [3]. Since the publication of the
solution to the original problem the analogous questions have been posed
and in some cases answered for other rings and fields. The two most promi-
nent open questions in the area are the questions concerning Diophantine
decidability or undecidability of Q and rings of algebraic integers of num-
ber fields. Some progress has been made in answering the question for the
rings of algebraic integers (see [4, 5, 6, 18, 21, 22]), but not much progress
has been made in the direction of resolving the problem for Q.
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On the other hand, the problem has turned out to be more tractable for
function fields. In particular, Diophantine undecidability has been proven
for the rings of S-integers, the analogs of the rings of algebraic integers
over the algebraic function fields. (See [79, 2326] for more details con-
cerning those results.) Moreover, Diophantine undecidability has been
proven for some rational function fields. In particular, J. Denef has shown
that Hilbert’s Tenth Problem is undecidable over rational function fields
over formally real constant fields (see [8]), and Kim and Roush have
extended this result to some other characteristic 0 rational function fields
(see [13] and [15]). T. Pheidas has shown in [20] that Diophantine
problem is undecidable over rational function fields over finite fields of con-
stants of characteristic greater than 2. In [29] Videla has proved the
analogous result for the case of the characteristic equal to 2. H. Kim and
F. Roush have extended Pheidas’ result in [14] to rational function fields
over any constant field of characteristic greater than 2 not containing the
algebraic closure of a finite field. In this paper we continue this line of
investigation by demonstrating that Diophantine problem is not decidable
over algebraic function fields over finite fields of constants of characteristic
greater than 2. In obtaining this result we will use an extension of the
method which was first introduced by Denef in the paper showing
Diophantine undecidability of polynomial rings of positive characteristic.
This approach was later utilized by Pheidas, Kim and Roush in proving
their results. The following definitions and lemmas will describe this
method.
Definition 1.1. Let m, n, p # N and let p be a prime. Then let ‘‘n |p m’’
mean _s # N(m=nps).
Definition 1.2. Let R be a ring and let ARr. Then A is called
Diophantine over R if there exists a polynomial f (t1 , ..., tr , x1 , ..., xm) #
R[t, x1 , ..., xm] such that for every (t1 , ..., tr) # Rr, (t1 , ..., tr) # A W
_x1 , ..., xm # R, f (t1 , ..., tr , x1 , ..., xm)=0.
In this case f is called a Diophantine definition of A over R.
Lemma 1.3. Let K be any field which is not algebraically closed. Then
Diophantine definitions can be allowed to consist of finitely many polyno-
mials without changing the nature of the relation and the problem of solving
an arbitrary single polynomial equation is equivalent to the problem of solv-
ing an arbitrary finite system of polynomial equations.
(See [3] for more details.)
Lemma 1.4 (Pheidas). Let [Pi (zi1 , ..., ziki), Qi (zi1 , ..., ziki)]i=1, ..., m be a
finite collection of arbitrary polynomials over N of degree 1 or less.
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Then there is no algorithm to tell whether the following system has solutions
in N.
(Pi (zi1 , ..., ziki) | p Qi (zi1 , ..., ziki)), i=1, ..., m (1.4.1)
(See [19] for proof.)
Lemma 1.5. Let K be an algebraic function field, let p be a rational
prime and let p be a prime of K. Furthermore, assume the following sets are
Diophantine over K
p(K)=[(x, w) # K2 | w=x pk, k # N],
INT(p)=[w # K | ord pw0].
Then the Diophantine problem of K is not decidable.
Proof. Consider the following map f from N into subsets of K, defined
by
f (n)=[x # K | ordpx=n].
By the Weak Approximation Theorem (for example, see Proposition 2.1
on page 14 of [11]), n3=n1+n2 is equivalent to the existence of zi # f (ni)
such that z3=z1z2 , and n |p m is equivalent to the existence of x # f (n),
y # f (m), w # K such that for some s # N, w=x ps and [wy, yw]/INT(p).
Thus, for every system of the form (1.4.1) we can construct a system of
polynomial equations over K which will have solutions in K if and only if
the original system of equations over N has solutions in N. Therefore, the
Diophantine problem over K is undecidable.
Most of the work in this paper will be devoted to showing that p(K) is
a Diophantine subset of K when K is an algebraic function field over a
finite constant field of characteristic p>2. The fact that INT(p) is a
Diophantine subset of K when K is an algebraic function field over a finite
field of constants of characteristic greater than 2 has been established by
the author in Section 3 of [27].
As compared to the case of rational function fields, the main difficulty of
the case of algebraic function fields lies in the fact that not every zero
degree divisor is principal. On the other hand, since we will restrict our
attention to the case of the finite constant fields, we will be able to use the
fact that the class numbers of the fields under consideration are finite.
In his paper Pheidas used the following property: let w be an element of
a rational function field and assume that for any prime p, ordpw$0 mod p,
then w is a pth power of some other element of the field. To reach the same
conclusion over an algebraic function field we will need to know not only
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that ordpw$0 mod p for all primes p of the field but also that this is true
for sufficiently large number of rational functions in w with coefficients in
the prime constant field. Setting these functions up to do the job will
account for most of the technical difficulties of the paper.
Finally, we will prove a lemma which will simplify the discussion later
on.
Lemma 1.6. Let M be a finite extension of a field K, and let A be a
Diophantine subset of M. Then, A & K is a Diophantine subset of K.
Proof. Let |0 , ..., |n&1 be a basis of M over K, and let
f (t, x1 , ..., xk)= :
(i0, ..., ik)
ai0, ..., ik t
i0xi11 } } } x
ik
k
be a Diophantine definition of A over M. Then
t # A & K  t # K
and
_a1 , ..., ak # Mf (t, a1 , ..., ak)=0  t # K
and
_c01 , ..., cn&1, k # K :
(i0, ..., ik)
\ :
n&1
j=0
cji0. . .ik |j+ ti0_\ :
n&1
j=0
cj1|j+ i1 } } } \ :
n&1
j=0
cjk|j+
i1
=0,
where ai0 } } } ik=
n&1
j=0 cji0 } } } ik |j . The last equation can be rewritten as a
system of polynomial equation over K with variables also ranging over K.
If degree of the extension is greater than one, then K is not algebraically
closed, and, as has been mentioned above, this system can be converted
into a single polynomial equation. If, on the other hand, K=M then we
are done.
2. Some General Facts Concerning Algebraic Function Fields
In this section we will describe some facts concerning the objects (i.e.,
algebraic function fields over finite fields of constants) over which our dis-
cussion will be carried out. Our main references for this section are [1] and
[2]. In this section K will denote an algebraic function field over a finite
field of constants of characteristic p>0.
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Lemma 2.1. Let hK be the class number of K and suppose K has more
than hK+1 distinct primes of degree q # N"[0]. Then K has an element t
whose divisor is of the form pq&1, where p and q are primes of K of degree q.
Proof. Let p1 , ..., pn be all the distinct primes of K of degree q. By
assumption n>hK+1. Consider the following n&1 zero degree divisors:
[pip&11 | i=2, ..., n]. Since the class group has less than n&1 classes, two
of the above divisors belong to the same class. That is, for some i{j,
pi p&11 =(t) p jp
&1
1 , where (t) is the divisor of some t # K. Thus, the divisor
of t is pi p&1j .
The next lemma is similar to the one above.
Lemma 2.2. Assume the constant field of K is finite, let
w1 , ..., whK+1 # K, and assume that A ithe divisor of wi is of the form B
p
i ,
where B i is also a divisor of degree 0. Then for some i{j and for some a # K,
wi w&1j =a
p.
Proof. Consider the divisors [B1 , B2 , ..., BhK+1]. For some i{j, Bi
and Bj belong to the same divisor class, i.e., for some a # K, Bj=(a) Bi .
Thus, AjA&1i =(a
p) and we are done.
The following technical lemma will be used in the proof of main results
in Section 5 of this paper.
Lemma 2.3. Let KL be a finite separable field extension of degree n not
divisible by pthe characteristic of the fields. Let x, y # K be such that for
j=1, ..., 2n&1, TrKL(x j)=TrKL( y j). Then x and y are conjugates over L.
Proof. Let [L(x): L]=m, let [L( y): L]=k and assume mk. Then
[1, ..., xm&1] is a basis of L(x) over L. Let [_1 , ..., _m] be all the embed-
dings of L(x) into its algebraic closure leaving L fixed. Since the extension
is separable, the matrix (_j (xi)), i=0, ..., m&1, j=1, ..., m is non-singular.
Furthermore, (_j (xi))(_j (xr))t=(TrL(x)L(xi+r)), i, r=0, ..., m&1. Thus,
(TrL(x)L(xi+r)) is non-singular for the above described values of i and r.
Next, let a0+a1T+ } } } +T m, b0+b1T+ } } } +T k be the minimal
monic polynomials of x and y respectively over L and consider the follow-
ing systems of equations
a0xi+a1xi+1+ } } } +am&1 xm&1+i
=&xm+i, i=0, ..., m&1 (2.3.1)
TrKL(xi) a0+ } } } +TrKL(xm&1+i) am&1
=TrKL(xm+i), i=0, ..., m&1. (2.3.2)
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Next note that
n } } } TrKL(xm&1) m } } } TrL(x)L(xm&1)
\ } } } += nm \ } } } + ,TrKL(xm&1) } } } TrKL(x2m&2) TrL(x)L(xm&1) } } } TrL(x)L(x2m&2)
and consequently, the first matrix is non-singular. Hence, the following
system has a unique solution
n } } } TrKL(xm&1) a0 &TrKL(xm)
\ } } } + \ } } } +=\ } } } + . (2.3.3)TrKL(xm&1) } } } TrKL(x2m&2) am&1 &TrKL(x2m&1)
On the other hand, y satisfies the following polynomial equation of
degree m over L: c0+c1 y+ } } } +ym=0, where c0= } } } =cm&k&1=0,
cm&k=b0 , ..., cm&1=bk&1. Then c0 , ..., cm&1 will also be solutions of the
system (2.3.3). Therefore, m=k and x and y satisfy the same minimal poly-
nomial and hence must be conjugates over L.
Before leaving this section we introduce the following terminology.
Given a prime p of K and an element x of K, we will say that x has a zero
at p if ord px>0, we will say that x is integral at p if ord px0, and we
will say that x has a pole at p if ordpx<0. If ord px= \1, then we will
say that x has a simple pole or zero at p.
3. Prime Splitting in Algebraic Function Fields over Finite Fields of
Constants under Separable Finite Extensions
In this section we will again assume that K is an algebraic function field
over a finite field of constants and we will focus on some aspects of prime
splitting under finite separable extensions. Let M be a finite extension of K
and let VM be the integral closure of V, a valuation ring of K, in M. Then
in Mp, the maximal ideal of V, might factor into a product of finitely many
maximal ideals: p=> beii . ei is called the ramification degree of bi over p,
and fi=[VMbi : Vp] is called the relative degree of bi over p. Further-
more, every prime of M is a factor of a unique prime of K. The following
result connects ramification and relative degrees of all the factors of p in M.
Lemma 3.1. In the above notations  ei fi=[M : K].
(See [2, Theorem 1, p. 52].)
In the above notations, if for some pair p and bi , e(bi p)=ei=[M : K]
then we say that bi is completely ramified. If p has only one factor in M,
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we say that p does not split in M, and if p has [M : K] factors in M we
say that p splits completely.
We also need the following technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a Galois extension of an algebraic function field
L over a finite field of constants, let ; be a prime of M, and let G(;) be the
decomposition group of ;, i.e.
G(;)=[_ # Gal(ML) | _(;)=;].
Let p be the L-prime below ;, and let M; and Lp be the finite residue
fields of ; and p respectively. Then |G(;)|=e(;p) f (;p), every element of
G(;) naturally corresponds to an element of Gal(M;Lp ) and this corre-
spondence is a surjective homomorphism from G(;) onto Gal(M; Lp ). Let
T(;) be the inertia group of ; (i.e., the kernel of the above described map).
Then T(;) is normal in G(;), |T(;)|=e, G(;)T(;) is cyclic, ; is completely
ramified in the extension MMT(;), while the prime below ; in M T(;) is
unramified in the extension MT(;)L. Furthermore, M T(;) is the biggest
unramified (with respect to ;) field in between L and M.
If ; is not ramified over L, then G(;) is cyclic and its generator is called
the Frobenius Automorphism of ;.
(For example, see, [11, p. 54].)
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a Galois extension of an algebraic function field
L over a finite field of constants, and assume K is an algebraic function field
such that L/K/M and K is not necessarily Galois over L. Let CM and CL
denote the constant fields of M and L respectively. Furthermore, let p be a
prime of L which does not split in K. (We will denote the prime of K above
p by pK .) Let ; be a prime lying above p in M, let G(;) be the decomposition
group of ;, and let _ # G(;) be such that the equivalence class of _ modulo
T(;) generates G(;)T(;). Let G=Gal(ML) and let H=Gal(MK). Then
_ f (pKp ) # H and f (pK p)=[K : L] is the smallest positive exponent such that
the corresponding power of _ is in H. Furthermore, _ | CM=,
degree(p)
CL , where
.CL is an automorphism of the algebraic closure of CL defined by .(b)=b
|CL|.
Proof. First of all, since the equivalence class of _ generates G(;)T(;),
every element . of G(;) can be written as .=_i, where
i=0, ..., f (;p)&1 and  # T(;). Since pK is not ramified over p,
e(;pK)=e(;p), and since KMT(;), T(;)H.
Next we note the following: f (pKp)=f (;p)f (;pK)=(|G(;)||T(;)| )
( |H(;)||T(;)| )=|G(;)||H(;)|. On the other hand H(;)=H & G(;)=
H & (_i) , where  # T(;). Thus, since  # T(;)/H, _i # H  _i # H.
Let r be the smallest exponent such that _r # H. Then every element #
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of H(;) can be written as #=_rm, where  # T(;). Thus, f (pKp)=
|G(;)||H(;)|=r.
Lastly, consider the following diagram:
M;
CM L p
CL
where M; and Lp are residue fields of ; and p respectively. By assumption,
for every x # M, _(x)$x |Lp | mod ;. Thus, if b # CM ,
_(b)=b |Lp |=b |CL|[Lp : CL]=b |CL|degree( p )=.degree(p )(b).
On the other hand, we have the following converse of sorts to the above
lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let L/K/M be as above and assume ; is a prime of M
which is not ramified over L. Let p be the K prime below ; and let _ be the
Frobenius automorphism of ;. Assume further, that G and H are as above
and assume that for some coset H{ of H in G, H{=H{_[K : L]. Then p does
not split in K.
(See [12, Proposition 2.8, p. 101].)
The next lemma is a part of the proof of Chebotarev density theorem.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a Galois extension of an algebraic function field
L over a finite field of constants, let CL be the constant field of L, let CM
be the constant field of M, let t be a non-constant element of L. Let
_ # Gal(ML), and let C=[{_{&1 | { # Gal(ML)]. Furthermore, let pr be
the size of CL , let .=.CL be the generator of Gal(CMCL) (i.e.,
\c # CM , .(c)=c p
r
), and assume that for every  # C,  |CM=.
a for some
a # N"[0]. Then if k$a mod[CM : CL] and Ck(ML, C)=[p | p is a prime
of L, degree(p)=k, p is unramified over CL(t), and for some ; above p the
Frobenius automorphism of ; belongs to C],
}Ck(ML, C)& |C|k[M : CML] prk}
<4 |C| \[L : CL(t)]2+12 gL[L : CL(t)]+
1
2
gL+gM+1+ prk2.
(See [11, Lemma 5.7, p. 59].)
Next we prove the main result for this section:
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Theorem 3.6. Let M be a Galois extension of an algebraic function field
L over a finite field of constants and let K be an algebraic function field such
that L/K/M. Assume there exists a degree one prime p of L such that p
has just one factor in K, i.e., p does not split in K. Then there are infinitely
many primes of L which do not split in K. Furthermore, there are infinitely
many rational primes q$1 mod p such that L has at least two primes of
degree q which do not split in K.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3, there exists _ # Gal(ML) such that _ |CM=.CL
and H_[K : L]=H, with [K : L] being the smallest positive exponent able
to place a power of _ in H. Thus, by Lemma 3.4, if t, a prime of L, has an
unramified factor ; in M whose Frobenius automorphism is _, then t will
not split in K. Let a be as in Lemma 3.5. Then in our case a=1 and the
arithmetic progression 1+l[CM : CL] p contains infinitely many primes.
Let q be such a prime and let C be the conjugacy class of _. Then, since
from Lemma 3.5,
|Cq(ML, C)|
>
|C|
q[M : CM L]
prq
&4 |C| \[L : CL(t)]2+12 gL[L : CL(t)]+
1
2
gL+gM+1+ prq2,
if q is large enough, |Cq(ML, C)|>2.
We will need one more result concerning existence of primes of a certain
degree.
Lemma 3.7. Let K be an algebraic function field over a finite field of
constants. Let R be a rational function field which is a finite subextension of
K and let KG be the Galois closure of K over R. Furthermore, assume R, K
and KG have the same constant field. Let H>0 be any positive integer con-
stant. Then for infinitely many rational primes q$1 mod p, K has more than
H+1 primes of degree q.
Proof. Let pr be the size of C, the constant field of K. For any prime
q, C has a unique extension Cq of degree q, i.e., the splitting field of the
polynomial X pqr&X=0. Cq contains pqr&pr=pr( pr(q&1)&1) elements
which are not elements of C. Since every finite extension of a finite field is
Galois, every element of Cq"C has q&1 conjugates in Cq . Therefore, we
have pr( pr(q&1)&1) q&1 sets of conjugates in Cq . Each of these conjugate
sets corresponds to a different monic irreducible polynomial of degree q
over C. Thus, R will have pr( pr(q&1)&1) q&1>1 degree q primes.
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We will next use Chebotarev density theorem to estimate how many of
these primes will split completely in K. It is easy to see that an unramified
prime splits completely in KG (and, consequently in K) if and only if its
Frobenius automorphism is the identity. By Lemma 3.5, letting L=R, let-
ting M=KG , C=[e] and noting that in this case [CM : CL]=1, we can
conclude that the number of degree q primes of R splitting completely in
KG is the number of primes in Cq(KGR, C) and it is greater than
[KG : R]&1 q&1prq&4(2+gKG) p
rq2, where gKG is the genus of KG . It is
clear that for sufficiently large q this bound is greater than H+1.
Next let t be a prime of R of degree q. If t splits completely in K then
relative degree of each factor of t in K is one, and since the constant fields
of R and K are the same, this also means that each prime factor of t will
be of degree q in K.
The next lemma addresses the issue of ramification under the constant
field extensions.
Lemma 3.8. Let K be an algebraic function field over a finite field of
constants C. Let C be the algebraic closure of C, and let K =KC . Then no
prime ramifies in the extension K K. Furthermore, if t # K is such that the
extension KC(t) is separable, then a prime of K ramifies in the extension
KC(t) if and only if a factor of that prime ramifies in the extension K C (t).
Proof. It is enough to show that no prime will ramify under a finite
separable constant field extension. Indeed, if we are looking at a constant
field extension we can select a basis [1, :, ..., :n&1] for the extension con-
sisting of constants only. Thus, the discriminant of that basis, i.e.,
det 2(_i (: j)), where _1 , ..., _n are all the embeddings of the extended field
into its algebraic closure leaving K fixed, will be a non-zero constant, and
hence will not have a non-zero order at any prime. Thus, by [2,
Theorem 7, p. 69 and Lemma 2, p. 71] of [2], no prime will be ramified in
this extension.
We will finish with an obvious corollary of the above lemma.
Corollary 3.9. Let K, K be as above and let x # K. Then all zeros and
poles of x are simple in K if and only if all zeros and poles of x are simple
in K .
4. Global and Local Derivations over the Fields of
Algebraic Functions
In this section K will be an algebraic function field of positive charac-
teristic such that C =CK the field of constants of K, is algebraically
closed.
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Using prime a p of K , one can define a norm on K : |x| p =cordpx, where
c is a positive number less than one. The completion of K under the corre-
sponding metric is denoted by K p . Since the field of constants of K is
assumed to be algebraically closed, then degree of p is one and in K p every
element x can be represented as the following infinite sum: x=i=ordpx ai 6
i,
where ai # C , 6 # K and ordp6=1. (Such a 6 is called a local uniformizing
parameter.) This representation is not unique, it depends on the choice of
6. Given the above representation, we can define a local derivation with
respect to p: p, by letting xp=i=ordpx ai i6
i&1. Even though the
series representing of xp is again not unique, ordp xp does not
depend on the choice of 6. For more details concerning local derivations
see, for example, [16, p. 96]. From this definition of local derivation, one
can easily deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume x # K is not a pth power. Then ordpx>1 implies
ordp xp1.
Definition 4.2. Assume K is a separable extension of C (t), and let
x # K satisfy the following minimal monic polynomial over C (t):  ai (t) xi=0,
where ai (t) are rational functions in t. Then define
dxdt=\ (dai (t)dt) xi+<\ iai (t) xi&1+ ,
where dai (t)dt is defined in a usual fashion. It is not difficult to see that
global derivation with respect to t is well defined in the sense that the
denominator is not zero. If y # K and K C ( y) is also separable we can
define a global derivation with respect to y. Moreover, the chain rule will
be true, i.e., dxdt=dxdy } dydt.
(See for example, [10, pp. 143145].)
Lemma 4.3. Let x, t, p be as above. Then the following statements are
true.
1. xp=(dxdt) } (tp).
2. The following conditions are equivalent: dxdt{0, x is not a pth
power in K, K C (t) is separable.
(See, for example, [16, pp. 9496].)
Lemma 4.4. Let t # K be such that K C (t) is a separable extension. Let
p be a prime of K which does not ramify in the extension K C (t) and is not
a pole of t. Then for any x # K , ordpx>1 O ord p (dxdt)>0.
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Proof. First of all, for each prime P in C (t) such that it is not a pole
of t there exists a # C such that t&a is a local uniformizing parameter for
P. If P does not have any ramifying factors in K, t&a will be a local
uniformizing parameter for all the factors of P. Thus, if p a prime of K such
that p is not a pole of t and p does not ramify in the extension K C (t),
there exists a constant a such that t&a is a local uniformizing parameter
for p. Thus, a+(t&a) is a p-adic expansion of t, and consequently
ordptp=0. Next note, that by Lemma 4.3,
ordp (dxdt)=ord p (xp)&ord p (tp)=ord p (xp).
On the other hand, from Lemma 4.1, ordpx>1 implied ord p (xp)>0,
and therefore we have the desired result.
Lemma 4.5. Let t # K be such that K C (t) is separable, let x # K and let
u=x p+tx p&t. Then for any constant a{ \1 and any prime t of K such
that t does not ramify in the extension K C (t) and t is not a pole or a zero
of t, |ord t (u&a)|1.
Proof. Let t be as in the statement of the lemma. First we will show
that all the zeros of u&a are simple. According to Lemma 4.4, it will be
enough to show that u&a and dudt do not have any common zeros. First
of all,
d(u&a)dt=
(x p&t)+(x p+t)
(x p&t)2
=
2x p
(x p&t)2
,
(u&a)=
x p+t
x p&t
&a=&(1+a)+
2x p
x p&t
=(1&a)+
2t
x p&t
.
Suppose t is a zero of d(u&a)dt. Then either t is a zero of x or a pole of
(x p&t), i.e., a pole of x. If t is a zero of x, then t is not a zero of x p&t
and consequently it is a zero of 2x p(x p&t). Thus, it is not a zero of
&(1+a)+2x p(x p&t). If t is a pole of x, then it is a zero of 2tx p&t and
it is not a zero of (1&a)+2tx p&t. Thus, d(u&a)dt and (u&a) have no
common zeros.
To observe the fact that all the poles of u&a at above described valua-
tions are simple, we first of all note that u and u&a have the same poles,
and so it is enough to show that all the poles of u are simple. On the other
hand, to prove that poles of u are simple it is enough to show that zeros
of u&1=x p&tx p+t are simple. That can be done using an argument
similar to the one used above.
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Lemma 4.6. Let Fp be the field of p elements, let & # K , let
P1(T ), Q1(T), ..., Pr(T ), Qr(T), . . . be a sequence of prime over Fp polyno-
mials of degree greater than 1, such that the degree of Pi is the same as the
degree of Qi . Let W be any finite set of valuations of K such that |W|=r.
Then for at most r pairs of the above described polynomials the rational func-
tion P(&)Q(&) will have a zero or a pole at a valuation of W.
Proof. First of all, we note that there exist at most r constants
a1 , ..., ar # C such that &&a has a zero at a valuation of W. That follows
from the fact that for different constants a and b, &&a and &&b do not
have any zeros in common. Furthermore, since polynomials are relatively
prime, only r of our polynomials can have a root amongst a1 , ..., ar . Next
let P(T) and Q(T) be such that they do not have a root amongst a1 , ..., ar .
Consider
P(&)Q(&)=
>degree(P)i=1 (&&bi)
>degree(P)i=1 (&&ci)
.
Since degrees of P and Q are the same, P and Q are relatively prime and
&&bi and &&ci have no common zeros for bi {ci , for any prime t of K if
ord tP(&)Q(&){0 then either ord tP(&)Q(&)=ord tP(&) or ord tP(&)Q(&)=
&ord t Q(&), with ord tP(&)>0 in the first case, and ord tQ(&)>0 in the
second case. Therefore, if t # W then ord tP(&)=0 and ord tQ(&)=0 imply
that ord t P(&)Q(&)=0.
Corollary 4.7. Let t be as in Lemma 4.5, let r be the number of primes
ramifying in the extension K C (t) plus the number of valuations which are
poles or zeros of t, and let P1(T ), Q1(T ), ..., Pr(T ), Qr(T ), . . . be a sequence
of prime polynomials over Fp of degree greater than 1, such that degree of
Pi is the same as degree of Qi . Let u be as in Lemma 4.5. Then for at most
r of those polynomial pairs Pi (u)Qi (u) will have a pole or zero of order
greater than 1.
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, for all but at most r pairs of polynomials in the
above sequence, ord t P(u)Q(u)=0 for any t ramifying in the extension
K C (t) or any t which is a pole or zero of t. Furthermore, \1 is not a root
of any Pi or Qi since these polynomials are prime over Fp .
So pick P and Q for which the above conditions are satisfied and sup-
pose that for some prime t of K , ord t P(u)Q(u)>1. Then, by an argument
similar to the one used in the lemma above, ord t P(u)>1, and, since these
polynomials do not have multiple roots, for some bi , ord t (u&bi)>1. But
that is impossible by Lemma 4.5 and assumptions on P and Q. We can
treat poles P(u)Q(u) in a similar fashion. Hence, we are done.
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Lemma 4.8. Let t # K be such that K C (t) is a separable extension. Let
F(T ), G(T ) # CK[T] be relatively prime separable polynomials of degree
greater than 0. Suppose for some u # K , d[F(u)G(u)]dt=0. Then u is a pth
power in K .
Proof. Assume u is not a pth power in K , then we can define a
derivation with respect to u. Next we observe that by the chain rule
d[F(u)G(u)]dt=d[F(u)G(u)]du } dudt. Thus, either dudt=0 and u is a
pth power or d[F(u)G(u)]du=0. So suppose d[F(u)G(u)]du=0. Then,
either u is a constant, and hence a pth power or d[F(T)G(T)]dT=0.
Thus, F $(T) G(T)&F(T ) G$(T )=0. Since F and G are separable,
(F(T ), F $(T))=(G(T ), G$(T ))=1 in C [T]. Therefore, G(T)=cF(T ),
where c # C , and we have a contradiction.
We finish this section with a lemma which will relate our discussion so
far carried our over the algebraically closed constant fields to the finite con-
stant fields.
Lemma 4.9. Let K be an algebraic function field over a finite field of
constants CK , let C be the algebraic closure of CK and let K =C K. Suppose,
x # K is a pth power in K , then x is a pth power in K.
Proof. First of all we observe that any constant extension of K will be
separable (because finite fields do not have inseparable extensions). Sup-
pose, x is not a pth power of K, then K(x1p)K is an extension of degree
greater than 1 which is inseparable. On the other hand, K(x1p)/K and we
have a contradiction.
The above lemma tells us that to test for being a pth power we can
algebraically complete the field of constants and check whether a derivative
of the element under consideration is 0 in the bigger field.
5. P th Power Equations
In this section C will denote a finite field of characteristic p>2, and K
will denote an algebraic function field whose field of constants is C. We will
also assume that there exists a rational function field R which is a finite
subextension of K and the field of constants of R as well as the field of con-
stants of the Galois closure of K over R are both equal to C. (Note, that
by Lemma 1.6, these assumptions do not lead to any loss of generality.) C
will denote the algebraic closure of C and we will let K =C K.
Lemma 5.1. Let x, & # K and assume x=& p&&. Then for any valuation
q of K such that ordqx0, ord qx$0 mod p.
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Proof. Assume q is a pole of x, then q is a pole of & and
ordq (& p&&)=min( p ord q&, ordq&)=p ord q&.
The next lemma is a generalization of a lemma proved by Pheidas in
[20].
Lemma 5.2. Let f, x, g # C( f ), and assume that the following equality
holds:
f mx p=g p&g, (5.2.1)
where m is prime to p. Then x=0.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that 0<m<p. Let a
be a zero of f. Assume ord a x<0, then
orda f mx p=m+p ord ax<0,
and orda f mx p$3 0 mod p. Furthermore, assume a is a pole of f and a pole
of x. Then orda f mx p<0 and ord a f mx p$3 0 mod p. Thus, no zero or pole
of f is a pole of f mx p. Therefore, if for some prime t ord t f mx p<0 then
ord t f mx p=ord tx p. Next assume ord t g<0. Then
0>p ord tg=ord t (g p&g)=ord t f mx p=ord t x p=p ord t x.
If t is a pole of x, then, similarly, we conclude that ord tx=ord t g.
Thus, x=ab, g=cb, where a, b, c are polynomials in f, b is monic, and
( f, b)=(a, b)=(b, c)=1
as polynomials in f. Therefore, from (5.2.1) we obtain
f m
a p
b p
=
c p
b p
&
cb p&1
b p
, (5.2.2)
f ma p=c p&cb p&1. (5.2.3)
Differentiating both sides of (5.2.3) with respect to f we derive the follow-
ing equality
mf m&1a p=&c$b p&1+cb$b p&2. (5.2.4)
Thus, since p>2, b | mf m&1a p and therefore b is a constant. Since b is
monic, b is 1. Hence,
f ma p=c p&c. (5.2.5)
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But, unless a is zero, the degree of the left hand side is m mod p and the
degree of the right hand side is 0 mod p.
Lemma 5.3. There exists t # K such that the following conditions are
satisfied.
1. KC(t) is a finite separable extension of degree q, where q is a prime
different from p.
2. The divisor of t is of the form pq&1, where degree(p)=degree(q)=q.
3. There exist infinitely many rational primes q1 , ..., such that each
qi $1 mod p, for each qi there exist primes p~ i and q~ i of degree qi in Fp(t),
and p~ i and q~ i have a single factor each (pi and qi respectively) in K. Further-
more, there exist polynomials Pi (t), Qi (t) # Fp[t] such that the divisor of the
rational function Pi (t)Qi (t) in K is pi q&1i .
4. For each i{j the extensions KC(Pi (t)Qi (t)) and KC(Pi (t) Qj (t)
Pj (t) Qi (t)) are of degree prime to p.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.7 and 2.1 and our assumptions on K, K contains
an element t with the required divisor. Next consider the extension KC(t).
Let p~ and q~ be the primes below q and p respectively in C(t). Then
e(pp~ )=1 and p is the only prime above p~ . On the other hand,
degree(p~ )=1 in C(t) and therefore, f (pp~ )=q. Thus, by Lemma 3.1,
[K : C(t)]=e(pp~ ) f (pp~ )=q$3 mod p,
and hence the extension is separable.
Next, let p be the prime below p~ in Fp(t). Since degree(p )=1 in Fp(t),
Theorem 3.6 assures the existence of the other primes as described in the
statement of the lemma, and due to the fact that in a rational function field
every zero degree divisor is principal, this assertion of the lemma is true.
Finally, by Lemma 3.1 again,
[K : C(Pi (t)Qi (t))]=[ K: C(t)][C(t) : C(Pi (t)Qi (t))]=qqi $3 0 mod p.
Furthermore,
[K : C(Pi (t) Qj (t)Pj (t) Qi (t))]
=[K : C(t)][C(t): C(Pi (t) Qj (t)Pj (t) Qi (t))]
=q(qi+qj)$2q mod p$3 0 mod p.
Notations. From now on let t # K denote the element described in the
above lemma. Let r be the number of zeros and poles of t in K plus the
number of primes ramifying in the extension K C (t). Furthermore, for
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i=2, ..., 2hK+2r+1, let Pi (t)Qi (t) denote the rational functions in t from
the above lemma. To make notations uniform, we will let t=P1(t)Q1(t),
so that p=p1 and q=q1 . We will also let l=2q max(qi+qj).
Lemma 5.4. Let P(T) and Q(T) be relatively prime polynomials over Fp
of equal degrees, and let w and z # K be such that P(w)Q(w)=P(z)Q(z);
then the height of w (denoted by H(w)) is the same as the height of z
(denoted by H(z)). (The height of an element of K is the degree of its zero
or pole divisor.)
Proof. Since the degree of the divisor does not change under separable
constant field extensions (see, for example, [1, Theorem 3, p. 275 and
Theorem 9, p. 279]), without loss of generality we can consider this
problem over C the algebraic closure of C. The height of P(w)Q(w) is
equal to the height of P(w), since all the zeros of the quotient are exactly
the zeros of P(w). Let P(w)=>degree(P)i=1 (w&ai), where ai # C . Thus the
height of P(w) will be equal to degree(P)i=1 H(w&ai)=degree(P) H(w).
Similarly, the height of P(z)Q(z) will be equal to degree(P) H(z), and thus
both heights will be the same.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose w, ui , vi # K and the following two equations are
satisfied over K:
Pi (w)Qi (w)&Pi (t)Qi (t)=u pi &ui ; (5.5.1.i)
Qi (w)Pi (w)&Qi (t)Pi (t)=v pi &vi . (5.5.2.i)
Then for every prime a{pi , qi of K, ord aPi (w)Qi (w)$0 mod p and
either for both a=qi and a=pi , ordaPi (w)Qi (w)=ord a Pi (t)Qi (t) or for
both a=qi and a=p i , ord aPi (w)Qi (w)$0 mod p.
Proof. First consider (5.5.1.i). By Lemma 5.1, for every prime t of K
ord t (Pi (w)Qi (w)&Pi (t)Qi (t))<0
O ord t (Pi (w)Qi (w)&Pi (t)Qi (t))$0 mod p,
and thus we must conclude that ordq i (Pi (w)Qi (w)) is either zero modulo
p or is equal to &1. By considering (5.5.2.i) we similarly conclude that
ordp i (Pi (w)Qi (w)) is either zero modulo p or is equal to 1. Furthermore,
the order of Pi (w)Qi (w) at all the other primes is zero modulo p. Thus,
from the product formula we conclude, that since degreeK (qi)=
degreeK (pi)=qqi $3 0 mod p, either Pi (w)Qi (w) has order \1 at both qi
and pi , or it has order divisible by p at both.
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Lemma 5.6. Consider the following equations
Pi (w)Qi (w)&Pi (t)Qi (t)=u pi &ui , i=1, ..., (2hK+1), (5.6.1.i)
Qi (w)Pi (w)&Qi (t)Pi (t)=v pi &vi , i=1, ..., (2hK+1). (5.6.2.i)
Then either w is a pth power or for some i1 , i2 , Pi1(w) Qi2(w) Qi1(t) Pi2(t)
Qi1(w) Pi2(w) Pi1(t) Qi2(t) is a pth power in K.
Proof. For each i consider the divisors of Pi (w)Qi (w) and
Pi (w) Qi (t)Qi (w) Pi (t). By the previous lemma, one of these divisors is a
pth power of some other divisor of K. If for some i1 , ..., ihK+1 , divisors of
Pi1(w)Qi1(w), ..., PihK+1(w)QihK+1(w) are all pth powers of some other
divisors of K, then by Lemma 2.2 for some ir {ik Pik(w) Qir(w)
Qik(w) Pir(w) is a p th power of some element of K, and consequently in K
the derivative of Pik(w) Qir(w)Qik(w) Pir(w) with respect to t is 0. Thus, by
Lemma 4.8, in K , w is a p th power and, therefore, by Lemma 4.9, w is also
a p th power in K.
So assume that this is not the case. Then for i1 , ..., ihK+1 divisors of
Pi1(w) Qi1(t)Qi1(w) Pi1(t), ..., PihK+1(w) QihK+1(t)QihK+1(w) PihK+1(t) are all
pth powers of some other divisors of K. Applying Lemma 2.2 and
Lemma 4.9 again, we obtain for some ir {ik Pik(w) Qir(w) Qik(t) Pir(t)
Qik(w) Pir(w) Pik(t) Qir(t) is a pth power of some element of K.
Lemma 5.7. Assume equations (5.6.1.i) and (5.6.2.i) hold together with
the following equations
_Pi (w) Qj (w)Qi (w) Pj (w)&
m
&_Pi (t) Qj (t)Qi (t) Pj (t)&
m
=u pijm&uijm , i{j, i, j=1, ..., (2hK+1), m=1, ..., l. (5.7.1.ijm)
Then either w is a pth power or w=t.
Proof. Assume w is not a p th power. Then by Lemma 5.6, for some
(i, j), i{j, Pi (w) Qj (w) Qi (t) Pj (t)Qi (w) Pj (w) Pi (t) Qj (t) is a p th power
of some element of K. Therefore, for this pair (i, j) and for all m, Eqs.
(5.7.1.ijm) can be rewritten in the form:
_Pi (t) Qj (t)Qi (t) Pj (t)&
m
\\Pi (w) Qj (w) Qi (t) Pj (t)Qi (w) Pj (w) Pi (t) Qj (t)+
m
&1+=u pijm&uijm . (5.7.2.ijm)
_Pi (t) Qj (t)Qi (t) Pj (t)&
m
(x pm&1)=u pijm&uijm . (5.7.3.ijm)
_Pi (t) Qj (t)Qi (t) Pj (t)&
m
(xm&1) p=u pijm&uijm . (5.7.4.ijm)
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Next let fij=[Pi (t) Qj (t)Qi (t) Pj (t)], and take the trace of both sides of
the equation from K to C( fij) to obtain
f mij y
p
ijm=g
p
ijm&gijm , (5.7.5.ijm)
where the above equality holds in C( fij). By Lemma 5.2 and by definition
of l, for (m, p)=1, m=1, ..., 2[K : C( fij)], TrKC( fij)(x
m)=[K : C( fij)]. On
the other hand, if m=m1pk, where (m1 , p)=1, then
TrKC( fij)(x
m)=(TrKC( fij)(x
m1)) p
k
=[K : C( fij)] p
k
=[K : C( fij)].
Thus, since by Lemma 5.3, [K: C( fij)] is prime to p, we can use
Lemma 2.3, to conclude that x=1. In this case we conclude that
Pi (w) Qj (w)
Qi (w) Pj (w)
=
Pi (t) Qj (t)
Qi (t) Pj (t)
. (5.7.6)
By Lemma 5.4, this means that height of w is the same as height of t. But
from (5.6.1) for i=1, we know that unless u1 is a constant, either
ordq w<ordq t or ord qw=ordq t, and for some valuation t{q, ord tw<0.
Thus, unless w=t+c, for some c # C the height of w is greater than the
height of t. On the other hand, it is easy to deduce from (5.6.2) for i=1
that the case w=t+c can occur only with c=0. Hence, we are done.
Corollary 5.8. Under the assumptions of the above lemma, there exists
s # N such that w=t ps.
Proof. Suppose w=w~ p. Then since all the coefficients of Qi ’s and Pi ’s
are in Fp , Pi (w)=(Pi (w~ )) p, Qi (w)=(Qi (w~ )) p. Thus, (5.6.1.i) can be re-
written in a following manner:
Pi (w~ )Qi (w~ )&Pi (t)Qi (t)=(ui&Pi (w~ )Qi (w~ )) p&(ui&Pi (w~ )Qi (w~ )).
(5.8.1.i)
Obviously, (5.6.2.i) and (5.7.1.ijm) can be similarly transformed.
Since the process of taking pth roots cannot continue indefinitely, after
finitely many steps we will conclude that t is equal to w~ , obtained after the
last iteration.
We summarize the results obtained so far in this section in the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.9. Let K be an algebraic function field over a field of con-
stants of characteristic greater than 2. Let t # K be such that the divisor
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of t in K is of the form pq&1, where p, q are primes of K and for some
rational prime q=degree(p)=degree(q)$3 0 mod p. Then the set
[w # K | w=t ps, s # N]
is Diophantine over K.
Proof. First of all we observe that for any z # K and any s # N the
following equality holds
z ps&z=(z ps&1+z ps&2+ } } } +z) p&(z ps&1+z ps&2+ } } } +z). (5.9.1)
Secondly, we note that if G(T ) is a rational function over Fp , then
G(t ps)=(G(t)) ps. Therefore, if w=t ps equations (5.6.1.i), (5.6.2.i), and
(5.7.1.ijm) can be satisfied over K.
The following lemma can be found in [20, p. 5].
Lemma 5.10. Let h, g # C( f ) and assume the following equality holds:
f (h p&h)=g p&g. Then h and g are zero.
Lemma 5.11. Let x, v # K, let t be as above, let r be the number of primes
ramifying in the extension K C (t) plus the number of poles and zeros of t in
K , let u=(x p+t)(x p&t) and assume for some s0 the following equations
are satisfied over K
Pm(v)2i
Qm(v)2i
t jps&
Pm(u)2i
Qm(u)2i
t j=+ pijm&+ijm ,
i=&1, 1, ..., 2q&1, j=0, 1, m=1, ..., 2hK+1+2r (5.11.1)
Pm(v) i
Qm(v) i
&
Pm(u) i
Qm(u) i
=_ pim&_im , i=\1. (5.11.2)
Then v=u ps.
Proof. If v is a pth power, i.e., v = v~ p, and s > 0, then, as in
Corollary 5.8, we can rewrite (5.11.1) in the following form
Pm(v~ )2i
Qm(v~ )2i
t jps&1&
Pm(u)2i
Qm(u)2i
t j=\+ij&Pm(v~ )
2i
qm(v~ 2i
t jps&1+
p
&\+ij&Pm(v~ )
2i
Qm(v~ )2i
t jps&1+,
i= &1, 1, ..., 2q&1, j=0, 1, m=1, ..., 2hK+2r+1. (5.11.3)
Equation (5.11.2) can be rewritten in a similar fashion. Suppose now
s>0 and v is not a pth power. Then by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, for all r{m,
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Pm(v)Qm(v) and Pm(v) Qr(v)Qm(v) Pr(v) are not pth powers. Further-
more, by Lemma 2.2, for at least 2r+1 values of m there exists a prime t
such that ord t Pm(v)Qm(v){0 mod p. By Lemma 4.6, among the above
mentioned 2r+1 values of m there exists at least one m such that all poles
and zeros of Pm(u)Qm(u) are simple and ord t Pm(v)Qm(v)=0 for all t
which are poles or zeros of t. Fix that m. Without loss of generality we can
assume that for some pole t of Pm(v)Qm(v), ord tPm(v)Qm(v)$3 0 mod p.
For this value of m consider (5.11.1) with i=1, j=0:
Pm(v)2
Qm(v)2
&
Pm(u)2
Qm(u)2
=+ p10m&+10m . (5.11.4)
Since, |ord t (Pm(u)Qm(u))| is either 0 or 1, we must conclude from
(5.11.4) that ord t (Pm(u)2Qm(u)2)=ord t (Pm(v)2Qm(v)2)=&2 and
ord t ((Pm(v)2Qm(v)2)&(Pm(u)2Qm(u)2))0. Next consider, (5.11.1) for
the same m and i=1 and j=1:
Pm(v)2
Qm(v)2
t ps&
Pm(u)2
Qm(u)2
t=+ p11m&+11m . (5.11.5)
Since ord t ( P m ( v ) 2  Q m ( v ) 2 ) t p
s
= ord t ( P m ( v ) 2  Q m( v ) 2) = &2 and
ord t (Pm(u)2Qm(u)2) t=ord t (Pm(u)2Qm(u)2)=&2, by the same argument
as above we conclude that ordt ((Pm(v)2Qm(v)2) t p
s
&(Pm(u)2Qm(u)2) t)=
ord t (+ p11m&+11m)0. Combining (5.11.4) and (5.11.5) we obtain
Pm(v)2
Qm(v)2
(t ps&t)=+ p11m&+11m&t(+
p
10m&+10m). (5.11.6)
Further, since ord t (+ p11m&+11m)0 and ord t (+
p
10m&+10m)0,
ord t (+ p11m&+11m&t(+
p
10m&+10m))=ord t
Pm(v)2
Qm(v)2
(t ps&t)0.
Hence, ord t (t p
s
&t)2. However, in C(t) all zeros of (t ps&t) are simple
and t, by assumption on Pm(u)2Qm(u)2, does not ramify in the extension
KC(t). Thus, if t is a zero of (t ps&t) in K, it is a simple zero. Therefore,
we have a contradiction with the assumption that Pm(v)2Qm(v)2 has a pole
of order not divisible by p. We can reach a similar conclusion concerning
zeros of Pm(v)2Qm(v)2. Thus, if s>0, v is a pth power.
Suppose v is not a pth power and s=0. Then again fix an m such that
Pm(u)2Qm(u)2 has simple zeros and poles only and consider the following
sequence of equations
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Pm(v)2i
Qm(v)2i
&
Pm(u)2i
Qm(u)2i
=+ pi0m&+i0m , i=1, ..., 2q&1 (5.11.7)
Pm(v)2i
Qm(v)2i
t&
Pm(u)2i
Qm(u)2i
t=+ pi1m&+i1m , i=1, ..., 2q&1 (5.11.8)
t(+ pi0m&+i0m)=+
p
i1m&+i1m , i=1, ..., 2q&1 (5.11.9)
t TrKC(t)(+ pi0m&+i0m)=TrKC(t)(+i1m)
p&TrKC(t)(+i1m), i=1, ..., 2q&1.
(5.11.10)
By Lemma 5.10, we can conclude that TrKC(t)(+ pi0m&+i0m)=0 for
i=1, ..., 2q&1, and therefore
TrKC(t) \Pm(v)
2i
Qm(v)2i
&
Pm(u)2i
Qm(u)2i+=0, i=1, ..., 2q&1,
(5.11.11)
TrKC(t) \Pm(v)
2i
Qm(v)2i+=TrKC(t) \
Pm(u)2i
Qm(u)2i+ , i=1, ..., 2q&1.
(5.11.12)
This equality, in turn, implies, by Lemma 2.3, that Pm(u)Qm(u) and
\Pm(v)Qm(v) are conjugates over C(t). That means however that all the
poles and zeros of Pm(v)Qm(v) are simple. Thus, for this particular m
(5.11.2) can hold for i=1 only if Pm(v)Qm(v)&Pm(u)Qm(u) is a constant,
and (5.11.2) can hold for i=&1 only if this constant is zero.
Thus, Pm(u)Qm(u)=Pm(v)Qm(v). Finally, we conclude that u=v using
(5.11.2) for m=1 and Lemma 5.4.
We can finally prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.12. Let K be an algebraic function field over a finite field of
constants of characteristic greater than 2. Then the set [(x, y) # K2 | _s # N,
y=x ps] is Diophantine over K.
Proof. Let x, y # K and consider the following equations:
v=u pr; (5.12.1)
v~ =u~ pj; (5.12.2)
u=
x p+t
x p&t
; (5.12.3)
u~ =
x p+t&1
x p&t&1
; (5.12.4)
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v=
y p+t ps
y p&t ps
; (5.12.5)
v~ =
y p+t&ps
y p&t&ps
, (5.12.6)
where s0. Then (5.12.1)(5.12.6) have solutions in K if and only if y=x ps.
Indeed, suppose (5.12.1)(5.12.6) are satisfied over K. Then
(x pr+1&t pr)(x pr+1+t pr)=( y p&t ps)( y p+t ps);
y p&x pr+1t ps&pr=0;
y=x prt ps&1&pr&1.
Similarly,
y=x p jt ps&1+p j&1.
x p j&pr=t2ps&1&p j&1&pr&1.
We have to consider two cases: x has a pole or a zero which is not a pole
or a zero of t. In this case j=r=s, and we are done. Otherwise, x=ctn,
where c # CK . Let n=pkn0 , with (n0 , p)=1. Then n0pk( p j&pr)=
2ps&1&p j&1&pr&1. If s<min(r, j), then ordp(2ps&1&p j&1&pr&1)=
s&1<k+min( j, r)ordpn0pk( p j&pr). Therefore, smin(r, j). Without
loss of generality, assume jr, then
ordp(2ps&1&p j&1&pr&1)=r&1+ordp(2ps&r&p j&r&1).
On the other hand, ordpn0pk( p j&pr)=k+r+ordp(1&p j&r)r. Thus,
ordp(2ps&r&p j&r&1)>0.
This inequality can hold only if s=r or j=r. In either of those cases, we
will obtain j=r=s and y=x pr.
Conversely, suppose y=x ps. Then let j=r=s and all the equations can
be satisfied.
Finally, since all the exponential equations can be rewritten as polyno-
mial equations, the statement of the theorem is true.
6. Diophantine Classes of Holomorphy Rings of Algebraic Function
Fields of Characteristic Greater than Two
First of all, we define the rings whose Diophantine classes we intend to
discuss.
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Definition 6.1 (Holomorphy Rings). Let K be an algebraic function
field, and let S be a set of its primes. Then
OK, S=[x # K | ordp x0 for all p  S]
is called a holomorphy ring of K. In other words, OK, S is the ring of all
elements of K which have no poles outside S.
Next we define the notions of Diophantine generation and Diophantine
equivalence introduced by the author in [27].
Definition 6.2 (Diophantine Generation). Let R1 and R2 be integral
domains with quotient fields F1 and F2 respectively. Assume there exists
a field F such that it contains F2 , it is a finite extension of F1 and
for some basis [|1 , ..., |n] of F over F1 there exists a polynomial
f (t, x1 , y1 , ..., xn , yn) over R1 with the following properties.
(1) f (x1 , y1 , ..., xn , yn , z1 , ..., zk)=0 O y1 {0, ..., yn {0.
(2) R2 = [ ni = 1 ti |i | _x1 , y1 , ..., xn , yn , z1 , ..., zk # R1 such that
y1 t1=x1 , ..., yn tn=xn and f (x1 , y1 , ..., xn , yn , z1 , ..., zk)=0].
Then we say that R2 is Dioph-generated over R1 .
One can show that Diophantine generation is transitive, and thus we can
define a notion of Diophantine equivalence and Diophantine classes. We
will say R1 and R2 are Dioph-equivalent if R1 is Dioph generated over R2
and R2 is Dioph generated over R1 . In some sense Diophantine equiv-
alence of two rings signifies that the expressive power of positive existential
polynomial language over both rings is the same. For more detailed discus-
sion of Diophantine equivalence see [27] and [28].
In [27] we have shown that if S1 /S2 and S2"S1 is finite then OK, S1 is
Dioph generated over OK, S2 . In this paper we will show that in this case
OK, S2 is also Dioph-generated over OK, S1 . Given transitivity of Dioph-
generation, it is enough to prove our assertion in the case S2"S1=[p].
Lemma 6.3. Let S1 , S2 be as above, let q # S1 . Then there exists r # N
such that for every element w # OK, S2 , w
r can be written as xy pk, where
x # OK, S1 , and the divisor of y is of the form p
aqb.
Proof. Let h be the class number of K and let dq , dp be the degrees of
q of p respectively. Then there exists an elements y # OK, S1 , with a divisor
pdqhqdph. Let w # OK, S2 and let p
&m > anii be the divisor of w, with m # Z,
ni # N, if ai  S1 and ni # Z if a i # S1 . Then the divisor of wdqh can be
written as (qmdph > anidqhi p
mdqhqmdph)=(> anidqi q
mdp )h(pmdqqmdp)h. Note
that, by the product formula, i nidq degree(ai)=mdq dp , so that
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> anidqi q
mdp is a zero degree divisor. Let x # K be such that the divisor of
x is (> anidqi q
mdp )h. Then up to a constant factor wdqh=(xym)=
xy pk&my pk, where pk>m.
On the other hand, we have the following easy lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let w # K, let y be as above and assume that for some
r # N, wr=uy pk, where u # OK, S1 . Then w # OK, S2 .
Proof. The proof follows from the examination of the divisor of wr.
Finally, to obtain the desired result we need the following.
Lemma 6.5. Let K, OK, S1 be as above and let A/K
m be a Diophantine
subset of Km, then A & (OK, S1)
m is a Diophantine subset of (OK, S1)
m.
(For proof see [27].)
As a consequence of the above lemma, the set of p th powers of y is
Diophantine over OK, S1 , and we are done.
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